
 
Excelloz Hotel Reservation Starts Off Its Hotel Review 
And Travel Guide Features  
 

Excelloz, the new choice for online hotel reservations puts great emphasis on 
its community features to foster interaction between travelers. As part of this 
ongoing process, Excelloz has integrated a sophisticated Hotel Reviews 
section into its website. 

 

 
 

 

Bangkok, Thailand (PRWEB) July 10, 2006 – Excelloz, the new choice for 
online hotel reservations when you want to travel Asia or Oceania puts great 
emphasis on its community features to foster interaction between travelers. 
As part of this ongoing process, Excelloz has integrated a sophisticated Hotel 
Reviews section into its website.  

http://www.excelloz.com/
http://www.excelloz.com/Review.html
http://www.excelloz.com/Review.html


 

Members of the site can not only upload 
their review in text but are also able to 
upload pictures together with it without any 
size limits. The rating system consists of 6 
parts that include value, service, 
cleanliness, comfort, amenities and 
location. Hotel reviews can be written for 
all hotels that are available for booking on 
Excelloz.com including Thailand, Bangkok, 
Singapore, Hong Kong, Australia, 
Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam or China 
hotels among others. As everybody needs 
to be signed in to post, Excelloz can reduce the amount of false or 
promotional posts to the minimum and keep a high relevancy. According to 
the marketing officer at Excelloz, "We provide travelers worldwide with a way 
to exchange ideas and honest opinions about all the hotels we have to offer." 
 
When planning a trip, most consumers know that it is always a good idea to 
look around first and compare the different hotels that are available. The best 
way to do this is to look for independent hotel reviews. But knowing how and 
where to look for reviews and how to differentiate the genuine ones from the 
false ones is not an easy task. That is where Excelloz comes into place as 
only travelers who really stayed at the hotels before can post a review to it. 
Furthermore, every single review posted will be manually checked to ensure 
the highest quality. 
 
Besides hotel reviews, Excelloz is also offering a Travel Guide section that 
lets people upload their travel experiences and share their photos with others. 
Travel guides can be written about any continent, country, city and about 
every imaginable topic. You choose the category in the easy to use upload 
form and your report will then be listed on Excelloz’s Travel Guide section 
within 24 hours. All reviews are reviewed first in order to keep a high quality 
level and to filter out spam. 
 
About Excelloz 
Excelloz is committed to provide the best discount hotel rates together with 
excellent personalized service that makes sure that everything about the 
customer’s booking is right. Maximum security is ensured directly through 
Verisign Visa and MasterCard verification. If there are any problems, Excelloz 
will do everything to solve these in the fastest possible way. Excelloz provides 
24/7 customer service via telephone or Email. Luxurious and cheap hotels are 
available in Asia and Oceania which are the areas Excelloz is especially 
strong. Very soon, the network will cover hotels worldwide. For company 
specific and general travel news visit the Excelloz blog. 

We provide 
travelers worldwide 
with a way to 
exchange ideas and 
honest opinions 
about all the hotels 
we have to offer.  
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